The time-resolved photodissociation dynamics of CH 3 I in the A-band has been studied theoretically using a wave packet model including four degrees of freedom, namely the C-I dissociation coordinate, the I-CH 3 bending mode, the CH 3 umbrella mode, and the C−H symmetric stretch mode. Clocking times and final product state distributions of the different dissociation (nonadiabatic) channels yielding spin-orbit ground and excited states of the I fragment and vibrationless and vibrationally excited (symmetric stretch ν 1 and umbrella ν 2 modes) CH 3 fragments have been obtained and compared with the results of femtosecond velocity map imaging experiments. The wave packet calculations are able to reproduce with very good agreement the experimental reaction times for the CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 )+I*( 2 P 1/2 ) dissociation channels with ν 1 = 0 and ν 2 = 0,1,2, and also for the channel CH 3 (ν 1 = 0, ν 2 = 0)+I( 2 P 3/2 ). However, the model fails to predict the experimental clocking times for the CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 )+I( 2 P 3/2 ) channels with (ν 1 , ν 2 ) = (0, 1), (0, 2), and (1, 0), that is, when the CH 3 fragment produced along with spin-orbit ground state I atoms is vibrationally excited. These results are similar to those previously obtained with a three-dimensional wave packet model, whose validity is discussed in the light of the results of the four-dimensional treatment. Possible explanations for the disagreements found between theory and experiment are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Photolysis of CH 3 I in the A-band has been considered as a prototypical photodissociation reaction in polyatomic molecules over the last two decades. Among the reasons for this interest is that this is a relatively small polyatomic system presenting an interesting nonadiabatic dynamics. It is therefore liable to be investigated both experimentally and theoretically (using different methodologies), which has produced a rich variety of studies over the years. The A-band of CH 3 I consists of a broad featureless absorption continuum ranging from 220 to 350 nm with a maximum at about 260 nm. 1 Photodissociation of CH 3 I in most of this band takes place upon excitation of the system through a strong parallel transition from theX 1 A 1 ground electronic state to the 3 Q 0 excited electronic state (correlating with the CH 3 (X 2 A 2 )+I*( 2 P 1/2 ) products), which in turn is nonadiabatically coupled to the 1 Q 1 excited state (correlating with the CH 3 (X 2 A 2 )+I( 2 P 3/2 ) products). There can also be excitation of the system through a perpendicular radiative transition to the 1 Q 1 and 3 Q 1 excited states (also correlating with the CH 3 (X 2 A 2 )+I( 2 P 3/2 ) products). These three excited states are essentially repulsive (the 3 Q 0 state presents a shallow van der Waals well), leading to direct adiabatic dissociation of CH 3 The combination of the velocity map imaging technique and femtosecond laser pump-probe schemes has revealed as a powerful tool to study in detail fast dissociation processes and, in particular, it has been widely applied to investigate the time-resolved photodissociation dynamics of CH 3 I in the A-band [27] [28] [29] [30] and B-band. 34, 35 In previous femtosecond pumpprobe experiments on the CH 3 I photodissociation in the Aband with 266 nm excitation, 27, 28 we reported relative times, τ = τ 1 − τ 2 , for the appearance of photoproducts through the channels CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 )+I*( 2 P 1/2 ) and CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 )+I( 2 P 3/2 ) for (ν 1 , ν 2 ) = (0, 0), (0, 1), and (0, 2) (ν 1 and ν 2 are the symmetric stretch and umbrella bending modes of CH 3 , respectively), with τ 1 and τ 2 being the appearance times associated with the I*( 2 P 1/2 ) and I( 2 P 3/2 ) dissociation channels, respectively. The appearance times were also calculated by means of a reduced dimensionality wave packet model including three degrees of freedom. 28 While there was very good, quantitative agreement between the experimental and the theoretical relative appearance time for (ν 1 , ν 2 ) = (0, 0), this agreement quickly deteriorated as the ν 2 vibrational excitation of CH 3 increased. Indeed, for ν 2 0 the experimental relative reaction times decreased remarkably, while the corresponding theoretical times remained rather similar, increasing slightly. A similar result was found for the I( 2 P 3/2 )/I*( 2 P 1/2 ) ratio as a function of ν 2 , which showed a reasonable agreement for the experimental and theoretical values for ν 2 = 0, and an increasing divergence for ν 2 0. A possible explanation for these discrepancies was suggested 28 in the sense that the reduced dimensionality model would be missing some couplings between the CH 3 umbrella bending mode and some of the neglected modes (mainly the symmetric stretch mode of the CH 3 group), which would become increasingly important with increasing excitation of the umbrella mode.
In the present work, we have carried out wave packet calculations using a four-dimensional (4D) wave packet model, which includes the symmetric stretch mode of the CH 3 group as the fourth degree of freedom (as compared to the previous three-dimensional model used in Ref. 28) , and incorporates explicitly the couplings between this mode and the CH 3 umbrella bending mode. Our main goal here is twofold. On one hand, we intend to check our previously suggested explanation about the failure of the three-dimensional (3D) model, and whether the 4D model is able to reliably predict the experimental data. On the other hand, we pursue to assess the validity and accuracy of the 3D model by comparing its performance to that of the 4D treatment. Experimentally, a tunable UV femtosecond laser pump-probe scheme has been combined with the velocity map imaging technique. Here we report experimental absolute appearance times τ 1 for the CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 )+I*( 2 P 1/2 ) dissociation channels with (ν 1 , ν 2 ) = (0, 0), (0, 1), and (0, 2), and absolute appearance times τ 2 for the channels CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 )+I( 2 P 3/2 ) with (ν 1 , ν 2 ) = (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), and (1, 0). It is the first time that such absolute reaction times are measured and reported in the literature.
The paper is organized in the following way. Section II presents the theoretical approach. In Sec. III, the experimental setup is described. In Sec. IV, the experimental and theoretical results are presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. V.
II. THEORETICAL DYNAMICAL MODEL

A. Model system and initial state
The model used to represent the CH 3 I system considers four degrees of freedom (R, r, α, θ ), where the dissociation coordinate R is the distance between I and the CH 3 center-ofmass, r is the symmetric C-H bond distance representing the CH 3 symmetric stretch mode (ν 1 ), α is the umbrella bending angle of the CH 3 group (ν 2 ), and θ is the in-plane H 3 -C-I bending angle (ν 6 ) between the C-I axis and the axis perpendicular to the plane containing the three hydrogen atoms (see Fig. 1 ). Out of the total nine vibrational degrees of freedom of CH 3 I, the present model is neglecting five degrees of freedom corresponding to the asymmetric stretch, the asymmetric deformation of the CH 3 group, and the out-of-plane H 3 -C-I bending mode described by the dihedral angle between I and the plane containing one C-H bond. Wave packet simulations considering five degrees of freedom, namely the current four modes plus the out-of-plane bending mode, have shown that this latter mode plays a small role in the CH 3 I photodissociation dynamics and can be ignored, 14 and this is why it is neglected in the present model. Furthermore, fulldimensional, 9D calculations carried out using the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) scheme have been recently reported, 15 and they show that the 5D and 9D descriptions lead to rather similar results. It is expected, there- fore, that the four modes considered in the current model are able to describe reliably the main features of the CH 3 I nonadiabatic photodissociation dynamics in the A-band.
In the model, zero total angular momentum (J = 0) is assumed for the system, and in this case the four-dimensional nuclear kinetic energy operator can be written aŝ
In the above expression, μ is the reduced mass associated with (2) where R C − I is the C-I bond distance and R C−H 3 is the distance between C and the center-of-mass of the three hydrogen atoms, being R C−H 3 = −r cos α. The V a (R C − I ) interaction potential is taken from the CH 3 I two-dimensional ground-state potential computed through multireference spinorbit configuration interaction ab initio calculations. 25 The V b (r) interaction potential is described by a harmonic os-
, and r 0 = 1.084 a 0 . The remaining V c (R C−H 3 ) and V d (θ ) potentials are also represented by harmonic oscillator functions, and they have been described in detail elsewhere. 28 The V a (R C − I ) and V c (R C−H 3 ) interaction potentials are transformed to the (R, r, α, θ ) coordinates in order to obtain a ground potential surface V g (R, r, α, θ ).
The excited electronic surfaces 3 Q 0 and 1 Q 1 , and the nonadiabatic coupling between them are described by the ab initio surfaces calculated by Xie et al., 21 which are an improved version of the previous nine-dimensional surfaces of Amatatsu et al. 17 In order to reduce the dimensionality of these surfaces, some of the coordinates are fixed at their equilibrium values. Specifically, the out-of-plane bending angle is set to φ = 0, and the three β angles (one of which is redundant) between the two planes containing C-H bonds are fixed to β 1 = β 2 = β 3 = 2π /3 (see Fig. 1 26 which are fitted to functional forms that have been reported earlier. 32 The initial state of CH 3 I is calculated variationally on the ground electronic potential surface V g (R, r, α, θ ) by solving the Schrödinger equation
whereT is the operator of Eq. (1). Due to the presence of four coupled degrees of freedom, a rigorous variational solution of the above equation involves an extremely costly diagonalization of a large Hamiltonian matrix. Thus Eq. (3) has been solved by means of a two step procedure. In a first step, the following Schrödinger equation is solved (4) where the operatorT includes all the terms ofT that depend on r and α, that iŝ
The ν 1 , ν 2 , and l indices are the quantum numbers associated with the r and α modes, and with thel operator, respectively. In order to solve Eq. (4), the Hamiltonian matrix is represented in a basis set. 
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is solved by representing the R coordinate in a uniform grid of 101 equidistant points in the range 3.5 a 0 ≤ R ≤ 6.63 a 0 using the Fourier grid Hamiltonian method, 36 the r and α coordinates by the ϕ (l) 0,0 (r, α) basis functions, and the θ coordinate by 24 Legendre polynomials P l (cos θ ), and then diagonalyzing. The lowest eigenfunction obtained from the diagonalization, with an associated eigenenergy E = −17146.22 cm −1 relative to the asymptote of the ground potential surface is the system initial state.
B. Wave packet simulations
In order to simulate the time-resolved pump-probe experiments reported here, excitation of CH 3 I through the 3 Q 0 ← X 1 A 1 and 1 Q 1 ←X 1 A 1 transitions is carried out in the wave packet calculations by means of a pump laser pulse which is assumed to have a Gaussian profile
being A = 0.001, t 0 = 0 fs, and σ = 42.5 fs. Such a pulse spreads over a temporal range of 300 fs (from t = −150 to t = 150 fs) with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 100 fs, which is approximately the width estimated for the pump laser pulses produced and used in the experiments. For the sake of simplicity, we shall adopt the following notation in the remaining of the paper. The three electronic statesX 1 A 1 , 3 Q 0 , and 1 Q 1 involved in the CH 3 I photodissociation will be denoted by |0 , |1 , and |2 , respectively, and correspondingly, their associated potential surfaces bŷ V 0 ,V 1 , andV 2 . The nonadiabatic coupling between the excited states |1 and |2 will be denoted byV 12 . The state |0 is radiatively coupled to the |1 and |2 states by the couplings μ 01 E(t) and μ 02 E(t), respectively, where μ 01 and μ 02 are the 3 Q 0 ←X 1 A 1 and 1 Q 1 ←X 1 A 1 transition moment functions, respectively, and the linearly polarized electric field has the form E(t) = A(t)cos ω 0 t, with ω 0 being the photon frequency of the incident radiation, which in the present case corresponds to the wavelength λ = 267 nm. Now the wave packet can be expressed as
with Q denoting the electronic coordinates. The time evolution of is governed by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
which can be written in matrix form as
whereĤ i =T +V i [T being the operator of Eq. (1)], μ 10 = μ 01 , μ 20 = μ 02 , andV 12 =V 21 . The initial conditions of Eq. (9) 
The wave packet is represented in a basis set consisting of a grid of 400 equidistant points in the R coordinate in the range 3.5 a 0 ≤ R ≤ 16.0 a 0 , and 4 Hermite functions for the r coordinate, regarding the radial variables. For the angular coordinates, discrete variable representations (DVR) consisting of Gauss-Legendre quadratures of 85 and 45 points for α and θ , respectively, are used in the ranges 0 ≤ α, θ ≤ π . The action of theĵ 2 andl 2 angular momentum operators on the wave packet is computed by using finite basis representations (FBR) of the α and θ dependence of the wave packet consisting of 50 P j (cos α) and 24 P l (cos θ ) Legendre polynomials. The wave packet is propagated for 500 fs with a time step t = 0.1 fs, using the Chebychev polynomial expansion method to express the evolution operator. Despite that the time step is relatively small, the Chebychev scheme is found to be quite efficient. The wave packet is absorbed at the edge of the grid in the R coordinate after 
C. Calculation of observable magnitudes
Photodissociation of CH 3 I occurs through two fragmentation channels, namely CH 3 (X 2 A 2 ) +I*( 2 P 1/2 ) and CH 3 (X 2 A 2 )+I( 2 P 3/2 ). For simplicity, from now on the CH 3 (X 2 A 2 ), I*( 2 P 1/2 ), and I( 2 P 3/2 ) fragments will be denoted by CH 3 , I*, and I, respectively. In the above two channels, the CH 3 fragment is produced in different vibrational and rotational states of the various modes, namely the C-H symmetric stretch mode, the umbrella mode, and the CH 3 rotation. One of the goals of this work is to analyze the populations of those CH 3 fragment states. Such analysis requires the computation of those CH 3 fragment rovibrational eigenstates.
The CH 3 rovibrational eigenstates ϕ (10) whereT is the same kinetic energy operator of Eq. (4), and the indices ν 1 , ν 2 , and l have been already defined. This equation is solved similarly as described above for Eq. been modified to k 22 = 0.010869 a.u. and k 1 = 0.342835 a.u. in the present CH 3 potential function. By doing this modification in the parameters the calculated frequencies of CH 3 agree better with the experimental ones. In Table I , the first 19 calculated frequencies of CH 3 are shown and compared with those observed experimentally. [37] [38] [39] [40] Agreement is very good in general, particularly for the fundamental frequencies of the umbrella and symmetric stretch modes, 606 and 3004 cm −1 , respectively. Now, population of the CH 3 rovibrational states is calculated as a function of time by projecting out the wave packet onto the corresponding states. Such populations are obtained by means of the method of Balint-Kurti et al., 41, 42 
where C is a constant factor, ν 0 = ω 0 /2π is the incident photon frequency (corresponding to λ = 267 nm), i = 1, 2, R c is a suitably large distance of the dissociation coordinate R, E is the total energy of the system reached with λ = 267 nm radiation, E = E i +¯ω 0 (being E i the energy of the CH 3 I initial state), and k
being the spin-orbit splitting between the two electronic states of I and δ i1 the Kronecker delta. By summing over the rotational states the population in each vibrational state (ν 1 , ν 2 ) can be obtained as
Excitation of CH 3 I with a pump pulse of finite temporal width creates a wave packet with a spectral bandwidth. When measuring the magnitudes of interest, a time-resolved experiment detects contributions from all of the energies E of CH 3 I contained in the wave packet spectral bandwidth. Thus, in order to take into account this effect in the simulations, the wave packet is projected out for several hundreds of total energies E (specifically 701 energies) covering the whole energy range of the wave packet bandwidth. The probabilities P (i)
obtained for all of these E energies are then averaged over the range of the spectral bandwidth, and an average probability P (i) ν 1 ,ν 2 ,l (t) is obtained. In this way, the calculated rovibrational populations of the CH 3 fragment are more comparable to those observed experimentally. It is noted that in the previous 3D simulations 28 all the magnitudes were calculated at a single CH 3 I energy E = E i +¯ω 0 , corresponding to the central energy of the pump pulse bandwidth, so the effect of the whole pump pulse bandwidth was not taken into account.
Similarly, the finite temporal width of the probe pulse used in the experiment involves a spectral bandwidth which originates an energy window for experimental detection of the fragments. The experiment can detect CH 3 and I* (I) fragments which are not yet completely separated, and which still interact to some extent with an interaction potential energy within the range covered by half the spectral bandwidth of the probe pulse. 28 The effect of this detection energy window is considered in the current simulations in the same manner as in the earlier work. 28 We can summarize the current procedure of averaging the calculated time-dependent probabilities over the spectral bandwidth of both the pump and probe pulses in the following way. The P (i) ν 1 ,ν 2 ,l (E, t) probabilities are calculated at several fixed CH 3 -I distances R c (specifically 33 R c distances) corresponding to the same number of CH 3 -I interaction potential energies within the detection energy window originated by the probe pulse. For each fixed distance R c , the probabilities are calculated and averaged over the energies of the pump pulse spectral bandwidth as described above. Then the averaged probabilities computed for the different R c distances, or equivalently the different CH 3 -I potential energies ε, are weighted with the probe pulse spectral bandwidth distribution G(ε), and by averaging over all of the weighted values, final rovibrational probabilities for the CH 3 fragment are obtained.
D. Wave packet simulations with three degrees of freedom
A most interesting point is to determine how different is the description of the CH 3 I photodissociation dynamics by the present 4D model in comparison with the previous 3D model, 28 and what is gained by adding a fourth degree of freedom like the C-H symmetric stretch mode. To this purpose 3D wave packet simulations using the earlier model (described in detail in Ref. 28 ) have been carried out. In order to make more comparable the 4D and the 3D simulations, in the present 3D model it is considered that excitation of CH 3 
transitions, and that the pump laser pulse has a spectral bandwidth over which the calculated quantities are averaged, in the same way as described in Sec. II C for the 4D model. These are the only two differences between the current and the earlier 28 3D treatments. Now, the differences between the 4D and the 3D approaches used here are essentially two, namely the addition of the symmetric stretch mode and the description of the umbrella mode as a true bending mode in the 4D model instead of as a Jacobian stretch mode as done in the 3D model.
III. EXPERIMENT
The femtosecond velocity map imaging experimental setup has been described in detail elsewhere 28, 30 and only those aspects relevant to the present experiments will be presented here. The laser is a chirped-pulse amplification (CPA) Ti:sapphire system delivering 80 fs, 1 mJ pulses centered at 802 nm at 1 kHz repetition rate. The fundamental output is split into two arms in a 80:20 splitter. The weaker beam is frequency tripled in a third-harmonic generation unit and provides the 267 nm pump beam for the experiment. The remaining beam is used to pump an optical parametric amplifier (OPA), where signal and idler pulses are generated in a BBO crystal. The signal pulse is later frequency quadrupled to constitute the probe beam around 325-334 nm nm to detect CH 3 radicals in different vibrational states (vibrationless ν = 0 at 333.5 nm, and ν 2 =1 and ν 2 =2 in the ν 2 umbrella mode at 329.4 nm and 325.8 nm, respectively) by 2 + 1 REMPI through the 3p z Rydberg state. The bandwidth of both pump and probe lasers is 3 nm FWHM. A PC-controlled, motorized delay stage in the pump arm provides controllable delay between the two pulses. Typical beam energies on the experiment are around 1 μJ/pulse and 3 μJ/pulse for the pump and probe beams, respectively. The time duration of the pump and probe pulses is estimated to be around 120 fs, limited by the observed cross-correlation of around 200 fs. Independent polarization control in each arm is provided by the use of half-wave plates, and telescopes are used to control their focussing geometry on target. The pump and probe laser beams are propagated into the vacuum chamber collinearly and focused with a 25 cm focal length lens into the interaction region of the chamber. Their polarization is kept parallel to the detector face to provide the cylindrical symmetry required for the procedure of Abel inversion of ion images.
The vacuum chamber is divided into three parts: source, ionization and detection. The molecular beam is generated in the source chamber, which is differentially pumped from the other two. During the experiments, CH 3 I is kept in a salt/ice bath. A supersonic molecular pulsed beam of CH 3 I seeded in He (1.5 bar) is formed in a 1 kHz piezoelectric homemade valve. 43 The lasers are fired in the early part of the gas pulse to avoid the presence of clusters in the molecular beam. The gas pulse passes through a 0.5 mm skimmer that separates the source chamber from the ionization chamber. Once in the ionization chamber, the molecular beam flies between the repeller and the extractor plates of a gridless ion lens electrode system located perpendicularly to it and to the propagation of the laser beams. The ions created in the interaction region are extracted towards the 60 cm time-of-flight tube at the end of which sits the detector, a dual microchannel plate (MCP) coupled to a phosphor screen. Appropriate voltages to the electrodes are applied so that velocity mapping configuration 44 is achieved. Optimum velocity mapping conditions were obtained with V extractor /V repeller =0.79 (V repeller =5200 V). By applying a gated voltage to the front plate of the MCP, a selective detection of ion masses can be achieved. The 2D massselected images on the phosphor screen are recorded with a Peltier-cooled 12-bit CCD camera and stored in a PC. The velocity, and thus the kinetic energy, of the ions, was calibrated using the well-known CH 3 images produced in the photodissociation of CH 3 I. In these conditions, the kinetic energy resolution of the apparatus is better than 100 meV at 1 eV kinetic energy release.
The methodology in a typical experiment is as follows: the sample, containing both CH 3 I molecules and clusters, is excited into the dissociative A-band by the 267 nm pump beam. After a varying delay, the resulting neutral CH 3 fragment is ionized in a 2 + 1 REMPI process by the probe beam. The ions resulting from the process are mass selected and imaged onto the detector, typically using for the camera an exposure time of 10-60 s, i.e. corresponding to the accumulation of some tens of thousands of laser shots. The acquisition and storage process, together with the control of the position of the delay line, is fully PC automatized. The raw images are Abel inverted with the pBasex method 45 where polar coordinates are applied for the inversion.
In these time-resolved experiments, it is crucial to determine accurately the time zero, defined as the position of temporal overlap between the pump and probe laser pulses on target, in order to measure the absolute reaction times for the different channels of the photodissociation process. We have determined time zero between the pump and probe pulses, and also their cross-correlation function, by the in situ measurement of the parent ion transient of N,N-diethyl aniline by 1+1 REMPI. 20, 27, 28 Alternatively, when measuring the CH 3 images by setting the appropriate gated voltage to the front plate of the MCP detector, the parent ions can be also detected in the image. This is achieved by conveniently reducing the voltage of the gate in such a way that the gain of the detector outside the CH 3 fragment detection temporal window is not drastically reduced as to permit the detection of parent ions, which are produced in high amount by 1+1 REMPI around the temporal overlap of the pump and probe pulses. By integrating the part of the image which corresponds to the parent ions (these ions appear in the central part of the image and do not interfere with the rings corresponding to the CH 3 ions), the CH 3 I + transient is measured simultaneously to the CH 3 transients corresponding to the different photodissociation channels. The CH 3 I + transients are practically symmetric. Time zero is determined by fitting these transients using a single exponential decay function with a short time constant (usually below 50 fs) convoluted with the cross-correlation gaussian function (instrumental response function). Each set of CH 3 images measured at a given λ probe yields a set of transients, each corresponding to a given photodissociation channel, for which time zero is precisely determined using the in situ measured CH 3 I + transient. The time zeros found using both methods are in a very good agreement within the experimental uncertainty. Figure 2 depicts a summary of all the CH 3 transients measured for the different CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 ) +I*( 2 P 1/2 )/I( 2 P 3/2 ) dissociation channels obtained in the femtosecond pump-probe velocity map imaging experiments described in the Experimental section. In addition, a representative CH 3 I + transient measured in situ in order to determine time zero in each case is also shown. The corresponding clocking times are listed in Table II . Briefly, a reaction time around 100 fs is obtained for the dissociation channels in which spin-orbit excited I*( 2 P 1/2 ) is produced in correlation with vibrationless and ν 2 = 1, 2 vibrationally excited CH 3 . In contrast, the clocking times for the different channels in which ground-state I( 2 P 3/2 ) atoms are produced in correlation with vibrationless or vibrationally excited CH 3 fragments increases from about 60 fs for CH 3 (ν = 0) to around 80 and 120 fs for CH 3 vibrationally excited into de umbrella mode, ν 2 = 1 and ν 2 = 2, respectively, and to more than 150 fs for CH 3 with one quantum of vibrational excitation into de ν 1 symmetric stretch mode. This increase of absolute reaction times for the I( 2 P 3/2 ) channels as vibrational excitation of the CH 3 fragment increases makes that the relative times between the channels yielding I*( 2 P 1/2 ) and I( 2 P 3/2 ) in correlation with the same vibrational state of the CH 3 fragment decrease substantially and even change sign (from 40 fs for vibrationless CH 3 to 12 and −28 fs for CH 3 with one quantum or two quanta of vibrational excitation into de ν 2 mode, respectively).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Reaction times
Time-dependent probability curves P
(t) of appearance of CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 )+I*( 2 P 1/2 ) and CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 )+I( 2 P 3/2 ) products have been calculated for the dissociation channels associated with (ν 1 , ν 2 ) = (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), and (1, 0) in the case of the 4D treatment, and with ν 2 = 0, 1, and 2 in the case of the 3D model. The time associated with half the asymptotic value of each calculated transient curve gives the theoretical dissociation reaction time or appearance time τ corresponding to each dissociation channel. The reaction times τ 1 and τ 2 associated with the I*( 2 P 1/2 ) and I( 2 P 3/2 ) dissociation channels, respectively, and the relative times τ 1 − τ 2 calculated with the different models are collected in Table II along with the experimental times.
Very good agreement is found between the experimental and theoretical 4D τ 1 times, as well as for the τ 2 time corresponding to the CH 3 (ν 1 = 0, ν 2 = 0)+I( 2 P 3/2 ) dissociation channel. Correspondingly, good agreement is also found between experiment and the 4D model for the τ 1 − τ 2 relative time of the (ν 1 , ν 2 ) = (0, 0) channel. However, agreement between experiment and the 4D model deteriorates rapidly as excitation of the CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 ) increases either in the umbrella or the symmetric stretch mode. The trend observed experimentally is that with increasing vibrational excitation of CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 ), dissociation through the I( 2 P 3/2 ) channel becomes increasingly slower, being even slower than dissociation through the I*( 2 P 1/2 ) channel despite that for this latter channel there is ∼1 eV less energy available for the fragments. The trend found theoretically for the I( 2 P 3/2 ) channels is also an increase of the reaction time with increasing vibrational excitation of the CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 ) fragment. However, the increase of the calculated τ 2 times is very small compared to the experimental one. The increase found theoretically is consistent with the small decrease of energy available to the fragments due to the increasing vibrational excitation of CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 ). It is noted that the trend of a small increase of τ 2 displayed by the 4D results is the same as the trend obtained with the 3D model (see Ref. 28 and present results) .
Interestingly, Table II shows that the reaction times obtained with the current 3D model are practically the same as the 4D times. Thus, the level of agreement between the current 3D times and the experimental ones is the same as that of the 4D reaction times. The improvement in the description of the experimental reaction times by the present 4D and 3D models with respect to the previous 3D treatment 28 is due to the averaging of the calculated probabilities over the spectral bandwidth of the pump laser pulse carried out in the present models. Actually, all the energies contained in the pump pulse bandwidth contribute to the CH 3 timedependent transients detected experimentally, and therefore to the experimental appearance times, and this effect should be considered in the simulations. The present improved agreement between the theoretical and experimental reaction times indicates that including in the theoretical models the effect of the pump pulse bandwidth (not considered in the previous 3D simulations), along with the effect of the probe pulse bandwidth indeed provides a more realistic description of the experimental conditions.
The results of Table II involve a few interesting implications. First, the nearly identical reaction times obtained with the current 4D and 3D models imply that the role played by the symmetric stretch mode in the dynamics is rather small, being essentially an spectator mode. Practically, all the system remains in the ground vibrational state ν 1 = 0 during the photodissociation process, and only a very small fraction of the wave packet produces excited CH 3 (ν 1 = 1, ν 2 = 0) fragments through the I( 2 P 3/2 ) dissociation channel, being this fraction much smaller than that found experimentally. 28 The small probability of CH 3 (ν 1 = 1, ν 2 = 0) products predicted theoretically can be due to some deficiencies of the ab initio potentials and the nonadiabatic coupling used in the 4D model. In this sense, it is noted that the 9D MCTDH description of the CH 3 I photodissociation also predicts a negligible excitation of the CH 3 symmetric stretch mode in the I( 2 P 3/2 ) channel. 15 This result seems to support that the origin of the discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical fraction of CH 3 (ν 1 = 1, ν 2 = 0) fragments lies on deficiencies of the potential surfaces rather than on the reduced-dimensionality nature of the 4D model. We also note that the description of the symmetric stretch mode by a set of basis functions in the 4D model and by fixing the C−H distances at their equilibrium value in the 3D model, seems to make no difference regarding the results of a rather global property as the reaction time.
Second, the 3D model appears to perform extremely well as compared to the 4D approach despite that in the 3D treatment the description of the umbrella angular mode is approximated by a radial coordinate, and that the expression of the kinetic energy operator of the Hamiltonian in the 3D model is simplified 28 compared to that of Eq. (1). This implication is very important since the 4D model is by far much more demanding computationally than the 3D one. On the other hand, this result assesses the quality of recent wave packet calculations reported on the photodissociation of CD 3 I using the 3D model. 31 Third, the discrepancy between experiment and theory regarding the increase of the τ 2 reaction times with increasing vibrational excitation of the CH 3 fragment still remains in the 4D description. This is so despite that an additional mode, the symmetric stretch one, is included with respect to the 3D model, and that all four modes and their corresponding couplings are correctly described in the 4D Hamiltonian used. In Ref. 28 , it was suggested that the discrepancy between theory and experiment could be due to the absence of a correct description in the 3D model of vibrational couplings between the umbrella mode and other modes, like the symmetric stretch mode. These couplings would become more important in the photodissociation dynamics with increasing vibrational excitation of the CH 3 fragment. The present results rule out that possibility, since now the couplings are correctly included in the model, but the discrepancy remains.
The four modes considered in the 4D model are expected to be the most relevant ones for the CH 3 I dissociation dynamics, and it is unlikely that the discrepancy is due to neglecting one or more of the remaining five modes. The possibility that the asymmetric stretch mode of the CH 3 group (instead of the symmetric stretch mode) and its couplings with the umbrella mode may play an important role in the behavior of the τ 2 reaction times cannot be discarded at present. However, the similar results provided by the 5D and 9D MCTDH descriptions 15 do not support strongly this possibility. On the other hand, it is intriguing that the theoretical description of the reaction times (either 4D or 3D) is good for the I*( 2 P 1/2 ) dissociation channels, even with vibrational excitation of the CH 3 fragment, while it fails for the I( 2 P 3/2 ) dissociation channels when vibrational excitation of the CH 3 product takes place. This result would be consistent with deficiencies in the ab initio potentials, and in particular in the 1 Q 1 surface, which is unable to reproduce the dependence found experimentally on the CH 3 umbrella mode excitation.
Another possibility is that the discrepancy is not due to poor description of the dynamics by the models, but instead to an effect of the experimental detection of the fragments that treats differently the I*( 2 P 1/2 ) and the I( 2 P 3/2 ) channels, and which is not considered in the theoretical models. In the present experiments, the CH 3 fragment in different vibrational states (ν = 0, ν 2 = 1 and ν 2 = 2) is detected by a 2+1 REMPI process, in which two probe photons are first absorbed resonantly to the vibrational states of the intermediate 3p z Rydberg electronic state and then a third photon is absorbed up to the ionization continuum. In the simulation of the observation window described in Sec. II C, only the shapes of the adiabatic valence 3 Q 0 and 1 Q 1 potential energy curves and the bandwidth of the probe pulse are considered. This implies to assume that the Rydberg state potential energy curves are flat, i.e. independent of the C-I distance. However, it is evident that the Rydberg potential energy curves will show also a strong dependence on the C-I distance. The adiabatic potential energy curves associated with the valence 3 Q 0 and 1 Q 1 electronic states correlating with CH 3 (ν)+I/I* used in the simulation of the observation window are rather parallel to each other (see Fig. 12 in Ref. 28) . If the adiabatic potential energy curves corresponding to the Rydberg states are not so parallel, then the resonance that enhances the multiphoton ionization could be reached at different C-I distances and thus different opening windows and reaction times could be found for each CH 3 vibrational state.
In order to check for this possibility, we have carried out ab initio calculations of the electronic states involved in the multiphoton detection scheme used for the detection of the different vibrational states of the 3p z Rydberg electronic state of the CH 3 fragment. Two dimensional potential energy surfaces along the dissociation and umbrella coordinates were calculated for this electronic state. The nuclear Hamiltonian was described considering a pseudo-triatomic molecule and the nuclear eigenfunctions for the umbrella mode were obtained at every internuclear C-I distance using the Fourier Grid Hamiltonian method. 36 The electronic energy was calculated using perturbation theory in its multistate version (MS-CASPT2). 46 The underlying state average complete active space (SA-CASSCF) (Ref. 47 ) scheme was evaluated with the ANO-RCC basis set 48 contracted to a QZP and the active space was constructed with 6 electrons in 8 orbitals, including the 5 p orbitals of the I-atom and the lone pair, together with the s and p Rydberg orbitals in the CH 3 fragment. In order to maintain the degeneration, 16 singlets and 15 triplets were included in the State Average wavefunction and the Douglas-Kroll Hamiltonian and the spin-orbit AMFI approximations were employed to take into account relativistic effects. 49, 50 These calculations were performed with the MOLCAS package. 51 The results obtained from these ab initio calculations indicate that the corresponding adiabatic potential energy curves for the 3p z Rydberg states involved in the probing step of the CH 3 (ν) fragments for both the I and I* channel are also rather parallel. Thus, there is no change in the opening of the observation window for the different vibrational states of the CH 3 fragment due to the intermediate 3p z Rydberg state and this cannot justify the observed reaction times. However, it must be considered that the present ab initio calculations are not taking into account the effect of the 3s Rydberg electronic state, which is very important in the enhancement of the two-photon absorption to the 3p z state. In addition, due to the complexity of the system, the Rydberg states of the iodine atom have not been included in the calculations and the possible interaction of the 3p z of the CH 3 and the I-atom Rydberg state could modify the potential energy surfaces. In any case, we rely on these results and believe that the explanation for the different reaction times cannot be found in the probing step.
In Table II , the experimental and theoretical I/I* branching ratios are also shown for the different dissociation channels. For the (ν 1 , ν 2 ) = (0, 0) dissociation channel, the present and previous theoretical predictions for the I/I* ratio are similar, and they agree reasonably well with the corresponding experimental ratio. As the umbrella mode of CH 3 becomes excited the theoretical and experimental I/I* ratios become increasingly different, as it happens with the τ 2 reaction times. For ν 2 = 1 and 2, the I/I* ratios obtained with the current 4D and 3D models are larger than in the previous 3D simulations, 28 specially in the case of the 4D model. The I/I* ratio as a function of ν 2 is strongly dependent on the CH 3 product vibrational distributions produced in the I*( 2 P 1/2 ) and I( 2 P 3/2 ) dissociation channels. As we shall see below, the current 4D and 3D models predict colder CH 3 vibrational distributions in the I*( 2 P 1/2 ) channel than the previous 3D approach, 28 specially in the 4D case where the ν 2 = 2 population practically vanishes. This explains the significant increase of the I/I* ratio predicted by the present 4D and 3D models for ν 2 = 1 and 2. 
B. Product fragment state distributions
In addition to reaction times and I/I* branching ratios, it is interesting to compare the predictions of the 4D and 3D models for less global properties such as product state distributions like vibrational, rotational, and translational energy distributions of the CH 3 fragment. Vibrational and rotational distributions of the CH 3 product have been calculated for the asymptotic value R c = 12.99 a 0 for the I*( 2 P 1/2 ) and I( 2 P 3/2 ) dissociation channels. In the calculation of these distributions, averaging over the spectral bandwidth of the pump laser pulse has been carried out. It is noted, however, that it has been recently shown that the pump pulse spectral bandwidth affects very little the shape of the CH 3 fragment vibrational and rotational distributions. 33 Vibrational distributions of the CH 3 fragment obtained with the 4D and 3D models for the I*( 2 P 1/2 ) and I( 2 P 3/2 ) dissociation channels are displayed in Fig. 3 along with experimental distributions measured for 266 nm excitation. 23 The two theoretical distributions corresponding to the I*( 2 P 1/2 ) dissociation channel are significantly colder than the experimental one. Agreement between the theoretical and experimental distributions is better in the case of the I( 2 P 3/2 ) dissociation channel, although the theoretical distributions are still somewhat hotter. The distributions obtained with the 4D and 3D models are found to be quite similar, particularly for the I( 2 P 3/2 ) dissociation channel. We note that the CH 3 vibrational distributions are properties less global and less averaged than the FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for the I dissociation channel. reaction times analyzed above, but still the outcome produced by the 4D and 3D models for these distributions is very similar. On the other hand, as commented above, in the case of the I*( 2 P 1/2 ) channel distributions, the ν 2 = 1 and 2 populations obtained with the 4D model are smaller (the ν 2 = 2 population is practically zero) than those of the 3D model, which explain the larger I/I* ratios of the 4D results shown in Table II .
Rotational distributions of the CH 3 (ν 1 = 0, ν 2 ) fragment have been calculated for the I* and I channels and ν 2 = 0, 1, and 2 using the 4D and 3D models, and they are compared in Figs. 4 and 5. Rotational distributions are less averaged and more sensitive magnitudes than reaction times and vibrational distributions, so in principle more differences between the two models are expected in this case. The differences found, however, are essentially quantitative, and the 4D and 3D distributions display a very similar shape for all of the dissociation channels.
Differences between the two models are somewhat larger for the I* channel. Indeed, in this case the 4D model predicts that with increasing ν 2 excitation the rotational distributions become increasingly colder, while the 3D model predicts the opposite trend, namely that the distributions become hotter. The prediction of the 4D model appears to be more correct, since increasing excitation in the umbrella mode implies a decreasing amount of energy available for the fragments.
The differences between the 4D and 3D distributions in the I channel (Fig. 5) are smaller than for the I* channel, similarly as in the case of the vibrational distributions of Fig. 3 . The I* channel distributions seem to be somewhat more sensitive to the use of a more correct 4D description of the dynamics. In the I channel both the 4D and the 3D distributions predict the same trend that with increasing vibrational excitation the distributions become colder. The small quantitative differences between the 4D and 3D results cause that the maximum of the 4D distributions occurs at j = 2, while the 3D distributions peak at j = 3.
Translational energy distributions of the CH 3 (ν 1 = 0, ν 2 ) fragment with ν 2 = 0, 1, and 2 were calculated for the I* and I channels with the 4D and 3D models (see Fig. 6 ). Again small differences are found between the 4D and 3D results. Particularly similar are the distributions of the I channel, indicating once again that this channel is affected rather little by changing from a 3D to a 4D dynamical description. For the I* dissociation channel, the ν 2 = 0 distributions are very similar in the 4D and 3D results, and the differences are located mainly in the ν 2 = 1 and 2 distributions, which are substantially less intense in the 4D description.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The CH 3 I photodissociation dynamics has been studied using a wave packet model including four degrees of freedom, namely the C-I dissociation coordinate, the I-CH 3 bending mode, the CH 3 umbrella mode, and the C−H symmetric stretch mode. The theoretical reaction times are compared with those obtained in femtosecond velocity map imaging experiments. The model reproduces very well the experimental reaction times for the CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 )+I*( 2 P 1/2 ) dissociation channels with ν 1 = 0 and ν 2 = 0,1,2, and also for the channel CH 3 (ν 1 = 0, ν 2 = 0)+I( 2 P 3/2 ). The model fails, however, to predict the experimental clocking times for the CH 3 (ν 1 , ν 2 )+I( 2 P 3/2 ) channels with (ν 1 , ν 2 ) = (0, 1), (0, 2), and (1, 0), i.e., when the CH 3 fragment produced along with spin-orbit ground state I atoms is vibrationally excited. The reaction times and product fragment state distributions obtained with the 4D model are compared with those calculated with a similar 3D wave packet model that neglects the CH 3 symmetric stretch mode. Very small differences are found between the results of the 4D and 3D models, also regarding the discrepancy with the experimental reaction times for the I dissociation channel. This indicates that the contribution of the CH 3 symmetric stretch mode to the theoretical description of the dynamics is rather irrelevant and therefore unable to improve the theoretical prediction of the I channel reaction times. The 2+1 REMPI probing process of the CH 3 fragment has been ruled out as the reason for the increasing reaction times as the vibrational excitation of the CH 3 fragment increases for the I channel through ab initio calculations of the intermediate 3p z Rydberg state of the CH 3 fragment as a function of the C-I distance. At this point, no theoretical explanation has been found for the experimental reaction times for the I channel yielding vibrationally excited CH 3 . Deficiencies of the ab initio potentials used, and in particular of the 1 Q 1 electronic surface, could be responsible for the failure of the models in reproducing the vibrational dependence of the reaction times observed experimentally. 
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